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Regular events have been classified by star-height, star-free events by the “dot-depth 
hierarchy,” and events of dot-depth one by the so-called P-hierarchy. It is shown here that the 
latter two hierarchies have appealing characterizations in symbolic logic: Referring to a lirst- 
order language L in which star-free events are described, an event is shown to be of dot-depth 
n iff it is defined by a Boolean combination of L-sentences in prenex normal form with a C,- 
prefix. The B-hierarchy is characterized by the quantifier-rank of L-sentences with X,-prefix. A 
similar characterization of star-height would require the inclusion of weak monadic second- 
order quantifiers; it is shown that the natural classification of events depending on these quan- 
tifiers will not yield on infinite hierarchy. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the work of Btichi [4] and Elgot (91 on the “synthesis and analysis 
theorems” for finite automata, it has been well known that regular events can be 
defined in the monadic (second-order) theory of successor. In the development of the 
theory of star-free events, it was shown that these events are definable in a formalism 
derived from the monadic theory of successor mainly by restricting to first-order 
logic [ 12, 131. In the present paper, several refinements of these results are obtained; 
as a by-product, we will get a new proof of the characterization of star-free events in 
first-order logic. 
Regular events over a finite alphabet A are constructed from the finite word-sets 
over A by the Boolean operations U (union) and - (complement), as well as . 
(product or concatenation) and * (star or iteration). Regular expressions which 
represent regular events are built up from 0, I (denoting (A)), where L is the empty 
word, and a (denoting {a}) for each a E A by means of the operation symbols U, -, 
-3 *. An event is called star free if it can be represented by a regular expression 
without a star. 
The characterization of regular or star-free events in languages of mathematical 
logic is based on the identification of a word w with a certain ordered model W,. For 
example, in case of the alphabet A = (0, I}, the word w = 01101 corresponds to the 
model (M, <, Q), where M = { 1,2, 3,4,5} (according to the length of w), < is the 
usual less than relation on M, and Q is a subset of it4, Q = (2, 3,5}, representing the 
set of places in w carrying the letter 1. For our purposes it will be useful to expand 
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such a model by its minimal element min and its maximal element max (in our 
example min = 1, max = 5) and by the successor function S and the predecessor 
function P on M, stipulating S(max) = max and P(min) = min. Thus with a 
nonempty word w E {O, l}* we associate a model (M, <, Q, min, max, S, P) which 
we denote by W,, . 
The first-order language appropriate for such “word-models” has variables x,,, 
xi,..., also denoted by X, y, z,... (ranging over M-elements), and its terms are built up 
from these variables and the two constants min and max with the unary function 
symbols S and P. We use r, r’,..., to denote terms and write SC3’r for SSSt, etc. The 
atomic formulas are of the form r = 7’, 7 < 7’, and Qr (“7 is in Q”), where r, r’ are 
terms; and the set of all formulas is built up from these by means of the Boolean 
connectives 7, V, A, -+, tt and first-order quantifiers 3x..., Vx..., where x is a 
variable. Abbreviations such as x < y or x0 < x, ( x2 will be used freely. A formula 
containing at most the variables x0 ,..., x,-, free is denoted by q(x, ,..., x,- ,), and a 
formula without free variables is called a sentence. The interpretation of a formula 
cp(“q = rp (x0,..., x,-J in a word-model YR,, with domain M and elements 
ro,..., r,-, E M is defined in the natural way; we write IIJ1, k= ~[r,,..., rn-, 1 if ~1 is 
satisfied in YII, when interpreting xi by ri for i < n. We also write w k q[r, ,..,, r,, , ] 
or just (w, r=) I= o(Z). For example, for w=OOOO1111 we have wi=Vx, 
(x0 < x, + Qx,)[4], and hence also w k= 3x Vy(x < y -+ Qy). We will consider only this 
canonical interpretation of formulas in word-models; thus, for instance, two sentences 
(4, v are called equivalent if w i= rp ++ w for all words w. 
It is obvious that we may eliminate the symbols min, max, S, and P since they are 
definable in terms of <. We use these symbols for technical reasons which become 
clear in the next section; of course, they will also help to shorten formulas con- 
siderably. 
Let us extend the above formalism to include events over larger finite alphabets 
A = {a, ,..., a,}. In this case, choose n such that 2” > m and correlate with each letter 
ai an n-tuple of zeros and ones. Then a nonempty word w of length E corresponds to a 
sequence T, . . . T, of n-tuples Ti E (0, 1 }“; we associate with w the model 
mm, = (M <, Q,,..., Q,, min, max, S, P), where M = { l,..., 1) and for r E M we have 
r E Qi iff T, has 1 in its ith component. Using unary predicate symbols Q, ,..., Q, 
instead of the single Q, one can build up the first-order language appropriate for the 
alphabet A, denoted by L,(A), in the same way as described above. 
Note that the satisfaction relation k= is defined only for nonempty words; hence the 
empty word ;1 cannot be described in L,(A) (unless we introduce a propositional 
constant to be satisfied exclusively by A, for instance). To avoid the repeated 
discussion of the case w = 1, we henceforth consider events over a given alphabet A 
always as subsets of A ’ (= A* - {A}) instead of A *. This modification does not 
affect the position of an event in the hierarchies considered in the sections below. We 
call an event W c A’ definable in L,(A) iff there is a sentence cp of L,(A) such that 
for any w E A ’ we have w E W iff w t= rp. 
In [ 12 and 13 ] it was shown that an event over A is star-free iff it is definable in 
L,(A). In fact, the language L,(A) is a very natural and flexible formalism for 
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defining star-free events, since it usually allows us to transform in a very direct way 
the “intuitive definition” of an event into a formal one. Let us consider two simple 
examples, taking A = {0, 1 }. The set of words 0 ... 01 .a. 1 (where the string of letters 
0, but not that of letters 1, is possibly empty) is defined by 
and the sets of words 1010 ... 10 by 
Q min A Vx (x < max -P (Qx ++ -QSx)) A -,Q max. 
To obtain a characterization of the regular events over A, one extends L,(A) to a 
language L,(A) by adding monadic second-order variables X, Y,... (ranging over 
subsets of word-models). In the inductive definition of L,(A), we get new atomic 
formulas of the form Xr (“r is in X”) for terms t, and also quantifiers 3X, VX. By [4 
and 91, an event WC A + is regular iff it is definable in L,(A). An example is the set 
of words 11 ..a 1 of even length, defined by 
VxQx A 3X(X min A Vx(x < max -+ (Xx CI --XSx)) A --X max). 
One can show (cf. [ 131) that indeed some second-order quantifier is needed for 
defining this event. 
In the next sections, subclasses Q of the class of star-free events over A are charac- 
terized by restrictions on the form of defining L,(A)-sentences. Usually it will be easy 
to describe events of a given class Q by sentences of the required form. For the more 
difficult converse direction, which always involves a kind of normal form theorem for 
sentences of a given sublanguage of L,(A), we use the powerful model-theoretic 
technique developed by Ehrenfeucht, Fraisse, and Hintikka (cf. [7, 11 I). It seems that 
a connection between formal language theory and model theory as established below 
is of quite general interest; it may be useful also in the investigation of many other 
classes of events. We shall present Hintikka’s approach as generally as needed here 
(in Section 3); on the other hand, more basic techniques of mathematical logic (such 
as the prenex normal form) will be presupposed. 
2. THE DOT-DEPTH HIERARCHY 
This hierarchy, introduced in [5] ( see also the Brzozowski hierachy in [8]), 
distinguishes star-free events by “levels of concatenation”: It consists of a chain 
9oc9,c . . . of classes of events whose union is the class of star-free events and 
where .%‘a contains all events whose construction involves (n levels of concatenation. 
Our definition given below, and also the definition of other hierarchies, will follow the 
survey article [ 1) in which more references are provided. For technical reasons, we 
make one exception, namely, our set g0 will be slightly larger than that of [ 11 
(however, this difference will disappear at 3,). Throughout this section, we refer to a 
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fixed finite alphabet A containing at least two letters; usually in proofs we only 
consider the example A = (0, 1 } to facilitate the exposition. 
2.1. DEFINITION. The class GDEF of generalized definite events contains all 
events W for which there is a number k such that membership of a word w in W 
depends at most on the first k and the last k letters of w. 
From the definition it follows immediately that GDEF is a Boolean algebra 
containing all finite events. For more information concerning GDEF see 11, 3 ]. 
2.2 Remark. Let Init, (resp., End,(w) be the subword of w consisting of the 
first (resp., last) k letters of w, or w itself if 1 WI < k. Then for any event WE GDEF 
there is a finite set {w, ,..., w,, u, , V, ,..., u,, , un) of words such that w E W iff 
Vr=, w = wi V V::, (Init, = ui A End,(w) = vi). 
Given a class V of events over A, let B(g) be the boolean closure of V w.r.t. A ‘. 
and M(e) the closure of q under product. 
2.3 DEFINITION. The dot-depth hierarchy consists of the classes ,8,, defined by 
I%‘~ = GDEF and ?8n + 1 = B(M(9”)) for n > 0. 
In [ 11 the class .5$ is the union of the class F of all finite events with the class C of 
all cofinite events. Clearly F U C f GDEF. Let us check that this affects the 
definition of .x!?,, only for n = 0: we show that an event WE M(GDEF) belongs to 
B(M(F U C)), from which it follows that B(M(GDEF)) = B(M(F U C)). Let 
WE M(GDEF); then W = W, . . . W,, where the Wi are generalized definite. By 2.2. 
each Wi is a union of finite events and events of the form (JOY, CJ, . V. I!?~ with Ui, 
uj E F and V E C. Using the distributive law V, . (I’, U VJ = V,, . V, u V,, . C’! 
several times, we find that W is a union of events in M(Fu C). 
It was shown in [2 J that .iip,+ , + 9,, for n > 0, but it is an open question whether 
for any star-free event W (given by some star-free regular expression), the minimal n 
with WE &‘n can be determined effectively. 
We shall characterize the classes 5!?,, by conditions on the prenex normal form of 
L,(A)-sentences in analogy to the arithmetical hierarchy of recursion theory. A 
formula cp is in prenex normal form if rp = (Qu 2)~, where (Qu 2) is a string of quan- 
tifiers t/xi, 3xi, and ly is quantifier-free. If (Qu 2) consists of n blocks of quantifiers 
such that the first block contains only existential quantifiers, the second block only 
universal ones, etc., and each block is nonempty, then (Qu 2)~ is a Z,-formula. 
Similarly, if (Qu 2) consists of n blocks beginning with a block of universal quan- 
tifiers, (Qu X)w is a H,-formula. Thus the C,-formulas and the ZI,-formulas are the 
quantifier-free formulas. 
Any formula can be written as a formula in prenex normal form. The rules needed 
for this transformation (and also used below) are given by 
2.4 LEMMA. (a) The negation of a Z,-formula is equivalent to a II,lformula. 
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(b) A disjunction (or conjunction) of Z,formulas is equivalent to a Z,formula. 
(c) A Boolean combination of .Z,,-formulas is equivalent to a Z,,, ,-formula. 
(d) The statements (a)-(c) hold in dual form for II,,formulas. 
Let us denote by Z, (resp., n,) the class of events over A which are definable by 
Z,,- (resp., fl,,-) sentences of L,(A). We now can state the main result of this section. 
2.5 THEOREM. For all n > 0, .9,, = B(Z,). 
We think that this result strengthens the mathematical relevance of the dot-depth 
hierarchy. A more special application lies in the possibility of finding an upper bound 
in the dot-depth hierarchy for a given event by considering its description in L,(A). 
Moreover, it is now possible to transfer results from formal language theory to 
mathematical logic and vice versa. For instance, the infinity of the dot-depth 
hierarchy can now be viewed as a result on the expressive power of first-order 
sentences over finite orders. Our theorem might also be useful when treating the 
question whether dot-depth is computable. 
Remarks 2.6 and 2.7 are technical preparations for the proof of 2.5. 
2.6 Remark (Relational formulas). In some arguments it is convenient to replace 
the function symbols S and P by the binary relational symbol s which is to be 
intepreted by the graph of the successor function, including the pairs (min, min) and 
(max, max). For instance, the formula (-) PSPx = max can be replaced by 
(1) 
or by 
VY, b2 VYy3 @Y,X ASY, Y,A-Sy3Yz+b)Y3 =max)* (2) 
If q is a Z,-formula, n > 0, and in the prefix of q the innermost block of quantifiers 
consists of existential quantifiers, we get by applying substitutions of the form (1) an 
equivalent X,-formula U, in which S, P no longer occur; similarly, in case the 
innermost block of quantifiers consists of universal quantifiers, apply substitutions of 
the form (2). If q is a fl,-formula and n > 0, the resulting formula will again be IT,. 
Call a formula in which S and P are eliminated relational. (Clearly we may even 
define S in terms of <, but this would not necessarily lead from a ,X,-formula to a Z,- 
formula.) 
2.7 Remark (Bounded formulas). From a relational En-sentence v we obtain a 
Z,-formula x(x, y) with two free variables X, y which intuitively says that the segment 
[x, y] satisfies w. This formula x(x, y) will be called the bounded formula associated 
with the sentence w; it is constructed as follows: Replace any atomic formula Jrr’ 
(where r, t’ is min, max or a variable) by 
(T < max A Szt’) V (z = max A 5 = r’) V (min < t’ A 3~s’) V (7 = min A z = z’), (3) 
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then substitute min by x and tiax by y in all places, and finally substitute any quan- 
tifier 32 e.1 by 3z(x<z<y A . ..) and any quantifier Vz a.. by Vz(x<z <y- ...). 
(Substitution (3) is needed since, e.g., Vz@yz -+ z = y) is true in the model 
corresponding to lx, y], but not in a model containing elements greater than y.) Then 
we have, for any word w=a, . ..a. and all 1 <i<j<n 
a, ... a, I=x[i,j] iff ai ... aj I= ty. 
We say that x(x, y) defines the event W if for all nonempty words w we have w E W 
iff w + X[min, max]. Note that from the definition it is immediate that the bounded 
formula associated with a relational C,- (resp., LZ,-)sentence is again 2, (resp., Z7,). 
Bounded formulas are useful reproving the following result of [ 12, 13 1 in a new 
way from our Theorem 2.5: 
2.8 THEOREM. An event W over A is star free ijjf it is dejhble in L,(A). 
Proof. By induction, one shows that any star-free event is definable in L,(A). Let 
us mention the induction step for product (U and - are trivial): If U, V c A ‘. U is 
defined by the L,(A)-sentence v, and I’ by the L,(A)-sentence cp’, and if we let ~(x, y) 
and @(x, y) be the bounded formulas associated with o and o’. then UV is defined by 
3z(z < max A if(min, z) A ty’(Sz, max)). 
For the converse direction of 2.8, write an L,(A)-sentence defining an event W in 
prenex normal form, say as a Z,-sentence. Then by 2.5 we have WE .‘5~?~, hence W is 
star free. 1 
The foregoing argument already suggests a correspondence between the operations 
U, -, . (used for constructing the star-free events) and the logical connectives V, --,, 3 
(which are sufficient to build up a first-order language). The proof of 2.5 which 
follows below shows that in a certain sense this correspondence is “strict.” 
Proof of 2.5. We proceed by induction on n. The case n = 0 is given by 
2.9 LEMMA. An event W over A belongs to GDEF iff it is definable by a 
quantifier-free L,(A)-sentence. 
ProoJ: Assume A = (0, 1 } for simplicity. If WE GDEF, use Remark 2.2 to 
obtain a quantifier-free sentence cp defining W, of the form 
ql,= \j CkA'p,A kA' lyij ) 
i=l j=O j=O ! 
where each ‘pij is the formula QS”’ min or -,QS”‘min, and each wij is QP(j’ max or 
yQP( j’ max; if a conjunction should define a finite set, take one formula vii to be 
P(j) max = min. 
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Conversely, let q be an L,(A)-sentence without quantifiers. Note that no variable 
occurs in p. We may assume that rp is in disjunctive normal form, 
Y,‘Q Tpij. 
i=l ( ) .j= I 
where each qij is of the form (-)Qr or (1)7 = 7’ or (-,).ri < ri. Moreover, we may 
assume that all “mixed terms” (in which both function symbols P and S occur) are 
replaced by terms of the form P(j)7 or S(j’7, where 7 = min or t = max. Now 
eliminate each formula y7 = 7’ by writing 7 < 7’ VT’ < 7 and each formula lr < 7’ by 
7’ < 7. Obtain again a disjunctive normal form where now each conjunction is built 
up from formulas (--,)Q7, 7 = z’, t < t’, 7 < r’. It suffices to show that any such 
conjunction w defines an event W, which belongs to GDEF. 
The only terms occurring in w are of the form P(.j’ max and So) min. Let 
Smo) min,..., S cm,) min p(Q) max ,..., P(“s) max be the terms occurring in Al/, where 
m, < .e. cm, and ni < . +. < n,. If some formula Pci) max = S(j) min, Pci’ max < 
S’j’ min, or Pcit max < S”’ min occurs in w, the length of words satisfying w is 
bounded; hence W, E F and thus W, E GDEF. Otherwise, whether a word W 
satisfies 1/1 depends only on the initial segment of length m, + 1 and on the linal 
segment of length n, + 1 of W. Hence also in this case W, E GDEF. 1 
2.10 Remark. We leave it to the reader to verify the following generalization of 
the foregoing result (needed below): If ~(x,,..., x,J is an L,(A)-formula of the form 
@)=x, < ‘-1 <X” A f&f), 
where ~(2) is a quantifier-free conjunction of atomic or negated atomic formulas, 
then there are events W,,..., W,, E GDEF such that for any word w = a, ... a, and 
1 <m, < ... < m, < I: w != ty[m, ,..., m,] iff 
a, .-a a,, E W,, a,,+, .a. a,* E W1,...,a,“+, s-n a, E W,. 
Let us turn to the induction step in proving 9,, c B(C,) and B(Z,) c 3’ti. Assuming 
3,, c B(Z,), we prove M(9,,) c Z,, , ; then .9’“+, = B(M(3,,)) c B(Z,+ ,). So let 
WE w,. . . . . W,, where each Wi E .3Yn. By inductive assumption, Wi is in B(Z,), 
hence by 2.4(c) definable by a Z,, ,-sentence (oi, which we may assume to be 
relational. Obtain the bounded formula wi(x, y) associated with qi (as in Remark 2.7) 
which is again C,, , . Then a word w belongs to W iff w satisfies 
3% . s. 3x,(min < x, < . . . < xk < max A WJmin, x,) 
A WIW T x2) A . . . A yk(Sx, , max)). 
By 2.4(b), this sentence is equivalent to a Z, + ,-sentence. 
In order to show B(Z:,) c $, for all n > 0, it suffices to show Z, U ZZ, c .5Yn (since 
-W, is a Boolean algebra). So in the induction step, assume WE Z,, I (the dual case 
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WED”,, will contain nothing new), i.e., that W is defined by a sentence 
3x1 ... xk(p(Z) with ~(3) a n,-formula. We have to show that WE 3,,+ ,. Let 
ord,(Z),..., ord,(T) be the conjunctions saying min (5, Xi, &, .a. (5, xik (I, max, 
where {i, ,..., ik} = { l,..., k}. Then 33 cp(.V) is equivalent to V y=, %(ordi(3) A ~(2)). Let 
us consider a typical member of this disjunction, say 32 I@), where 
+)=min<x,<...<x,<maxArp(Z) 
(identify variables if equalities occur between the xi). It suffices to show that the 
event V defined by 32 t&V) is in .ZSn+, . The main step to achieve this is given by 
2.11 LEMMA. Let t&Z) = min < x1 < .a. < xk < max A p(Z), where p(X) is a 
relational II,-formula, n > 0. Then there are bounded II,-formulas 
(DJx, y),..., qik(x, y) (obtained from II,,-sentences as in Remark 2.7), where i = l,..., m 
for some m, such that 
v(X) tt min<x,... <x,<max 
A ? (PiiAmi% XI) A 9il(sxl 3 x2) A . - - A fpik(Sxk, max)). 
i-l 
(Similarly, the ‘pi,.(x, y) can be chosen to be C, if I+@) is a Z,-formula.) 
The proof of 2.11 is given in the next section. With Lemma 2.11, we complete the 
proof of 2.5 as follows: Assuming n > 0, let W, be the event defined by the Zi’,- 
formula rp,(x, u). Then the event defined by 3X I&?) above is 
where by induction assumption W, E 9,,. (In case n = 0, apply 2.10 to obtain this 
representation of I’.) Hence VE B(M(5Q) and therefore VE :%‘,,+ , . I 
3. HINTIKKA FORMULAS 
This section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 2.11. For notational convenience we 
treat only the case 
v(x) = min < x < max A q(x), (4) 
where q(x) is a D,-formula (n > 0). We have to find bounded U,-formulas cpio(x, I’). 
cp,,(x,y), where i, =l,..., m for suitable m, such that 
w(x) * min < x < max A $7 (rp,(min, x) A rp,,(Sx, max)). (5) 
i=l 
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To find the pij, we develop an appropriate version of Hintikka’s “distributive normal 
form”. Although this normal form has become an important technique in 
mathematical logic, there is (as yet) no standard text where it is presented. Also we 
know of no reference where the case we need here is treated. 
Henceforth by a preJx we mean a word z over the alphabet {!I, V); the empty 
prefix is denoted by 1. A Ir-formula is a formula in prenex normal form having x as 
the quantifer sequence of its prefix. Call a prefix 71 Z,,, (or I7,) if the corresponding rc- 
formulas are. We assume that all formulas are relational, i.e., that only the nonlogical 
symbols <, Q, min, max, S occur. 
Given a word w and elements rO,..., r,-, of 9Jlm,, we call (w, F) a word structure 
and simply write ri E w, as well as r = max(w) if r is the maximal element of W,,. 
Also for given (w, f) and (17, Q we write (wu, F-9 for the word structure which 
results from (w, q and (u, S) by concatenating w and U. For a word structure (w, f), 
where J is of length n, we now define a formula ~;~,~(x,,..., x,- ,) which in a certain 
sense will guarantee the satisfaction of all z-formulas o(x,,,..., x,- ,) which are 
satisfied by (w, 4. The definition proceeds by induction on R. 
3.1 DEFINITION (Hintikka formulas). 
%tv,m = A {VW I w t a omit or negated atomic, (w, 3 + q(Z)}, 
Note that since there are only finitely many atomic and negated atomic formulas in 
the given (relational) language, the disjunctions and conjunctions over r E w will be 
of bounded length (independent of the length of w.) 
3.2 LEMMA. 
ProoJ: The proof works by a simple induction on rr. We mention an induction 
step for (c), namely, for a prefix t/z. The assumption says that 
(u, 9 + Vx V,,, ~)&,r.-& x) and (v, T) @ Vx V,,, p&,F--,.,(f, x). Let s E u be 
arbitrary. We have to show that (u, s-s) ti V,,, ~I;,+--,,(z, x). By assumption, we 
find t E v with (u, s-s) + c~&r-~)(X, x) and for that t some r E w with (v, f-t) I= 
~;,,i--,,(~, x). Then by the induction hypothesis, (u, s-s) k ~);~,~-~)(f, x), and we are 
done. For (d) use 2.4(b) and (d). I 
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Given (w, F) = (w, rO ,..., r,-,) and (u, 3 = (u, sO ,..., s,~ ,), we write (w, F) + ,(u, f) 
if every 7r-formula (~(x~,..., x,-,) satisfied in (w, F) is also satisfied in (u, F). The main 
property of the Hintikka formulas can be stated as 
3.3 LEMMA. For all (w, F) and (u, f), if (u, 5) I= ~p;~,,&?), then (w, T) + ,(u, f). 
Proof. This is shown by induction on II. We mention one induction step, namely. 
for a prefix 3~. Assume (u, S) I= ~:;,~(f) and let 3x&?, x) be a +formula with 
(w, i;) k 3x q(X, x). Pick r such that (w, r-r) + rp(& x). By definition of q3x, we have 
(u, s3 t== 3x cP;w,F-r, (2, x). Choose s such that (u, F-s) b v)&+)(%,x), then by the 
induction assumption, one concludes from (w, J-r) I= rp(Y, x) that (u, S-S) t= 
rp(f, x). I 
The distributive normal form to be used for a n-formula q(X) is a disjunction of 
formulas rp;“,,#). Let us write (w, f) - ,(u, c) iff (u, c) + ~I;,,,,~(X) and (w, f) I= 
CT&~(~). Clearly -n is an equivalence relation (for transitivity use 3.2(c)), and for 
fixed n (as length of f and F), it has only finitely many equivalence classes, Let 
(M’, 3 f,),..., (wm, r,) be a set of representatives. Then 
3.4 LEMMA. For any x-formula cp(x, ,..., x,.. ,), 
Proof. Assume first that a word-structure (u, 5) satisfies the right-hand side; then 
(u, f) I= ~;,i,FiJ(~) and (wi, Ji) I= (D(Z) for suitable i; hence by 3.3, (u, S) t= q(X). 
Conversely, let (u, F) I= p(g). Choose the unique i with (wi, Fj) -II (u, 5). Then (u, 5) i= 
c~;,~,~~.(X); also (wifi) b p(x), because (wi, Fi) I= ~p;~.~(z), which implies (u, F) +z 
(wi7 ff)* I 
3.5 LEMMA. Let s = max(u,). Zf (u,, 5,-s) + (P;~,,~,-~)(X, x) and (u,, S;,) I= 
~P;w,,~,~(Y~~ then (~l~z~ ~,-s-S;) k ~);w,w2,FI-r-F2~(-C x,.7). 
Proof. For n= 1, this is trivial: note that the only information which is added 
when passing from pi,,,, ,... ,(& x), (ptY2 ,... ,( jj) to cpt,,,, w *,.. .,(X, x, Y) is contained in the 
formulas xi < yj (and possibly Sxyj tf the jth element of r; happens to be min(u,)). 
Let us consider the induction step for 3~: Assume (u,, s,-s) + 
Lv, 3 z (P&,,~,-,.-&, x, z> and (uz, f,) + AiEW2 3z v);,,,~,~,-~)( j, z). We have to show 
( Ul%7SI - -s-s*) I= /j 32 (qw, W2,jyr-yi)(X’ x, 3, z). (*I 
iEW,W> 
First consider the case ?E w, . Then by assumption we may pick ?E U, with 
(u,, S,-s-s?) b ~p~,+,,,~-~-~&i!, x z), and since cp$,SF,J(z) implies rp;,,,,,$) (by 3.2(b)), 
we have (u,, G) + PP;~~,~~, (Q, again using the assumption. Now by the induction 
assumption, 
(u,u,, s,-s-s*-) I= (P;w,w,,~.,-r-r,-i)(~, x3.K z), 
whence (*) follows. (The case ?E w2 is treated similarly.) m 
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The intuitive content of 3.5 is best explained by the meaning of the formulas 
(PT,,,~(Z) in terms of Ehrenfeucht games. For the reader who is acquainted with these 
games, we note that for z =p, --.p,,, (pi E (3, V}), the statement (u, F) != 9;,.,8(2) 
says that in the Ehrenfeucht game G,((w, F), (u, S)), player II has a winning strategy. 
In this game, played between two players I and II, one move consists of a choice of 
an element from w (or U) by I, followed by a choice of an element from u (or w) by 
II. In the ith move I chooses from w iff pi = 3. Let r; ,..., r:, E w and s; ,..., s:, E u be 
the sequences of elements thus obtained (where rf , s,! are from the ith move). Then 
player II has won if for any atomic formula 9(x0,..., x,+,,- r) we have w k 
9[r; r; ,***, r&] iff u != 9[S; s;,..., m S’ 1. Lemma 3.5 now corresponds to a construction of 
a winning strategy by “concatenating” two given winning strategies. 
Let us prove Lemma 2.11, starting with formula (4) at the beginning of this 
section, Suppose 9(x) is a n-formula, where n is a n,,-prefix. In order to find the 
desired representation (5), it suffkes by 3.4 to treat the case that 9(x) is of the form 
9;,,,,(x). Moreover, the case r= max(w) being trivial, let us assume that r < max(w). 
Define a set MT,,,,, of pairs (u,, UJ of words by 
(VI) u2) E ww,r, iff for t = max(u,) we have (0, v2, t) k 9;,,,,,,(x). 
Consider for any pair (or, v2) E M;,,,,r, the sentences 9&,,l,(max) and 9:,. Clearly 
we get finitely many pairs of sentences in this way; let 9iO(x, y), pil(X, y)(i = l,..., m) 
be the corresponding pairs of associated bounded formulas. We claim 
To prove this, assume first (u, S) k= 9:,,,,, (x). Define ul, U, by U, u2 = U, s = max(u,). 
Then (u, , u2) E MF,,,, . Hence for the pair of sentences 9~,,,,,(max), 9&, the 
corresponding pair of bounded formulas, say 9,,(x,y), 9r(x, y), occurs among the 
9io(x,y), Pil(x,y)(i E {I,..., m}). Since (u,, 8) I= cp~u,,s~(x) and u2 I= &I,, we have 
(u, s) k cp,(min, x) A 9,(Sx, max). Conversely, assume that for some i we have 
(u, S) k q,,(min, x) A 9r1(Sx, max). Suppose 9iO(x, JJ) is the bounded formula derived 
from 9~,,,,,(mux) and 9ir(X,y) from 9:,, where (u,u,, t)l= 9&,,,(x). Let u,, n2 be 
defined as above such that (u, u,, s) = (u, s). Then (u,, s) k= 9&,,,,(x) and U, ‘F 9$,. 
Hence, by 3.5, (u, u2, s) I= 9$,1,2,r,(~). Since (0, u2, 0 I= 9,5,&), we have 
(u, s) k 9;,,,,,(x) by 3.2(c), as requtred. 
With (+) the proof of 2.11 is finished. Note that each formula 9&,,,,(x), 9:, is 
equivalent to a n,-formula since rr is a n,-prefix (use 3.2(d)!), hence the bounded 
formulas 9Jx, y), ai,(x, y) are also equivalent to n,-formulas. 
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4. EVENTS OF DOT-DEPTH ONE 
In .~a, several hierarchies and classes of events have been studied; the most 
prominent examples are the P-hierarchy, also called “depth-one finite-cotinite 
hierarchy,” and the class of locally testable events. In this section it is shown that 
both are characterized by natural restrictions on the form of C,-sentences of L,(A). 
The P-hierarchy, introduced in [ 3 1, is a sequence p, c p2 c p3 c . .. of classes of 
events defined by /3, = B((Fu C)*) for m > 1. The class flz is GDEF; and the events 
in p3 are the locally testable events. One can show that &,,, i , = P2,,, + z ‘; &,,, , , , . , for 
m > 1. The P-hierarchy exhausts c%I . 
Define the quantz~er-rank qr(cp) of an L,(A)-sentence cp to be the longest sequence 
of quantifiers in a, such that each quantifier is in the scope of the preceding quantifier 
in the sequence. Thus if w is a boolean combination of the ,X,-sentences (p, ,..., ‘p,,, 
then qr(rp) is the maximum number of quantifiers occurring in the prefix of one of the 
formulas ‘p, ,..., (P,,. Denote by Q, the class of events definable by boolean 
combinations w of C,-sentences of L,(A), where qr(v) < m. 
4.1 THEOREM. For any m > 0, Q, = /3,, + *. 
Proof. The case m = 0 is Lemma 2.9; let us assume m > 1. First we show 
P 2m+Z c Q,. Let WE (Fu C)Zm+2 be an event of the form 
w= u,. v, * u, * v, ... u, * v,, 
where the Ui are finite and the Vi are cotinite. (The case that Vi preceeds Ui works 
similarly.) We have to find a Em-sentence defining W. Let Ui = { ui, ,..., ui,,,} (where 
w.1.o.g. ni > 0). Then 
Consider one of these products, say U = (uO} . V, . . . {u,} + V,. The assertion 
“w E U” can be expressed (in YJI,) by a ,X,-sentence as follows, putting li = ) uij: 
3x1 ‘..3x,(“[min,min+(f,-l)]=u,“A“(min+I,,x,-lIEV,,” 
A “IX,) x, + (1, - l)] = U,” A “[X1 + /,.x2 - 11 E V,” 
A ..a A “[x,,x, + (1, - l)] = urn” A “(xm + I,, max] E V,“). 
Since the Vi are cofinite, any of the conjunction members can be written as a 
quantifier-free formula; hence WE Q,. 
Conversely, we show that a given Z,-sentence 3x, . .. 3x, q(f), where rp is quan- 
tifier free, defines an event in B(Fu C)““+‘. As in the proof of 2.5, it suffices to 
consider a Z:,-sentence of the form 
3x1 +.I 3x, (min < x, < . . . < x, < max A p(f)). 
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By 2.10, this sentence defines an event W = W, . . . W,,,, where each Wi E GDEF. 
Assume that 
w,= 0 u,.A*.U, vwi, 
( j=l i 
where the sets U,, 6,, pi are finite. If W is infinite, we can write W as a union of 
events W’ of the form 
W’= {uo) .A* * {iio} * (24,) -A” * {zil} **a {u,] *A* * {Cm}. 
Putting k = In,/, I= I&I, and vi = U;ui+, for i = O,..., M - 1, we have (note that 
A*A’=A’A*): 
W’ = {uO} . A* . (u,) . A* ... (v,-,} . A’ . A* 
nA* .Ak. {v,,] .A* .a- {u,-,} . A* . {I&,,}. 
Since {v,- r } . A’ and Ak . {v,,} are finite, we have W’ = Wl f7 WS with 
W;, W; E (FUC)2m+2. Hence WE@2m+Z. a 
We add a comment on locally testable events. The L,(A)-description of such an 
event may be written as a disjunction of formulas a, and q, where q~ defines a finite 
set or is of the form 
ih (-1 Qsci' min A 3x K (-) QS’j’x A /I (-)QP’“’ max. 
j=O k=O 
Thus for the definition of locally testable events in L,(A) the “<” sign is not needed. 
Let L;(A) be the first-order language obtained from L,(A) by cancelling the symbol 
<. Which events are definable in L;(A)? 
The middle part of the sentence above says that a certain word occurs at least once 
as a subword. Clearly in L;(A) we may also express for any given n that a certain 
word occurs +I times, exactly n times, or >n times as a subword. Define for n > 1 
and words wo, w the number Nn(wo, w) by 
N,(wo, w) = w if w. occurs exactly m times as a subword of w, and m < n, 
= n, if w, occurs >n times as subword of w. 
Consider for any given words u, u, w. and for n > 1 the event 
{w E A + ) w begins with U, N,(wo, w) = n, w ends with v}. 
Call Boolean combinations of such events generalized locally testable (taking n = 1 
we get the locally events). Clearly any generalized locally testable event is definable 
in L;(A) by a boolean combination of Z,-sentences. What about events definable by 
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X,-sentences for n > l? Here we have the surprising result that, in contrast to the 
situation in Section 2, we gain nothing more than with Z,-sentences. 
4.2 THEOREM. An event over A is definable in L;(A) @ it is generalized local/} 
testable. 
We give an outline of proof for the nontrivial direction, based on a result of Hanf 
[lo] (which itself may be established by Ehrenfeucht games). First note that any 
L;(A)-sentence can be written as a relational sentence using as only nonlogical 
constants the relation symbols 3 (binary, for the successor relation) and Q (unary). 
Since the successor relation is of finite valency (i.e., for any a there are only finitely 
many b with Jab or Sba), [ 10, Lemma 2.31 may be applied, which in our context 
says (compare also [ 14, Sect. 11): 
4.3 LEMMA. Let rp be a relational sentence (containing the symbols S and Q 
only), and let qr(q) < m. Then the satisfaction of q in a word w is determined by the 
numbers N,, +, + , ( w,, w)for theflnitely many w, E A+ with 1 w,I < 2 . 3”‘. 
Let ~(w,, k) be the sentence expressing in w that “N3”+,+ ,(w,, w) = k”. In L;(A), 
using the function symbols S and P, ~(w,, k) can be written as a conjunction of a C,- 
and a n,-sentence. Let x, ,..., xr be all satisfiable conjunctions of the form 
A v/(Wi, k ), 
i=l 
where ) wil < 2 . 3”, ki < 3”+’ + 1. Given an arbitrary (satisfiable) L;(A)-sentence cp 
with qr(rp) < m, we form the set M, of all i from {l,..., r} such that xi implies rp. Then, 
by Hanfs lemma, 
whence rp is expressed as a Boolean combination of X,-sentences. I 
As a consequence of 4.2, one obtains that any event definable in L;(A) is of dot- 
depth 1. 
5. EVENTS DEFINED WITH THE STAR 
There are several ways of classifying non-star-free regular events, for example by 
restricted star height or by general star height (cf. [6, 131). Here we discuss the 
question whether in the language L,(A) the regular events are classified by the 
occurrence of second-order quantifiers in defining sentences. It is well known (14, 91) 
how one can define a regular event in L,(A), namely, by describing the accepting run 
of an appropriate finite automaton. This result may be stated as 
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5.1 THEOREM ([4]). (a) Any regular event over A can be defined by an L,(A)- 
sentence of the form 
3X, ..* 3X, (p(min) A Vx (x < max-t if\ (XiSxct vi(x))) A \I; x,(mzzx)), (t) 
i=l j=l 
where p(min) is a conjunction of formulas X,(min) and -X,(min), and each w,(x), 
Xi(X) is a conjunction offormulas (7)Qx and (-)x,x. 
(b) (“Automata normal form”) Any L,(A)-sentence is equivalent to a sentence 
of the form (t). 
We give the idea of proof for (a), taking A = { 0, 1): Let 9l be a finite automaton 
(whose states we assume to be n-tuples of zeros and ones) which accepts the given 
regular event W. Then ~(=a, ... a,) is accepted by II iff 
there is a state sequence Xl a.. 21 (with fi E (0, I} “), where Xl is ‘u’s 
initial state; for i < 1, x(i + 1) is the state determined by a, and % via U’s 
transition function; and the state determined by 21 and Q, is one of ‘u’s 
final states. 
This corresponds directly to an L,(A)-sentence of the required form. (Here and in the 
sequel, we identify an interpreted atomic formula Xx or Qx with its truth value, taken 
from {0, 1); thus, for instance, the assertion that the ith component of xl should be 
1, resp. 0, corresponds to the satisfaction of the formula Xi min, resp. -, Xi min.) 1 
In view of 5.1, a natural classification of regular events based on weak second- 
order quantifiers would depend on the number of quantifiers needed in the second- 
order prefix of defining sentences. The final result of this paper shows that this will 
not yield an infinite hierarchy since the number of these quantifiers can always be 
reduced to 1. 
5.2 THEOREM. Any L,(A)-sentence can be written in the form 3Y p(Y), where in 
p(Y) only prst-order quantifiers occur. 
Proof: Consider a sentence in automata normal form (t) with prefix 3X, .. . 3X,. 
Interpreted in w = a, . . . a,, (t) formulates the existence of a state-sequence 
X = Xl,...,% with zi E {0, 1 }“, where Xl is the initial state, each xi + 1 is deter- 
mined by %i and the corresponding “input” ai, and fl satisfies the final condition. 
We can rewrite (t) in an equivalent form by considering only each (2n + 2)th 
member of this sequence. We then require the existence of a subsequence ‘D =X1, 
%((2n + 2) + I),..., z(k . (2n + 2) + 1) of 3E, where k is chosen to be maximal such 
that k. (2n + 2) + (2n + 2) < 1. Here z((i + 1) . (2n + 2) + 1) is determined by 
z(i. (2n + 2) + 1) and by the input u,.(~,,+~)+, .a. a,,+,,.,,,+,,; and instead of the 
final condition imposed on xl, one has now a final condition on x(k . (2n + 2) + 1) 
depending on the “rest-input” ak. zZn + 2) + z . . . a, (note that the latter input sequence is 
of bounded length). We want to express the existence of this state-sequence 9 by 
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using a single quantifier 3 Y. To achieve this, code an n-tuple (x, . .a x,,) of zeros and 
ones by the (2n + 2)tuple (110x,0x, ..* Ox,); and then express the existence of V as 
follows: 
3Y(“Yl *.. Y(2n + 2) = code of initial state” 
A Vx(Yx A YSX A “X + 2 * (2n + 2) + 1 < Max” 
4”Y(x+2?2+2)**. Y(x+2.(2n+2)-l)=codeofstate 
determined by Yx ..a Y(x+2n+ l)andQxs..Q(x+2n+ 1)“) 
AVx(YxA YSxA”x+2n<max”A”x+2n+(2n+ l)=max” 
-+ “Yx . . . Y(x + 2n + 1) together with Qx a .. Q max satisfies the 
final condition”)). 
Note that the beginning of a code-(2n + 2).tuple is characterized by two 
succeeding letters 1. In the last conjunction member the assumption serves to define 
the index k . (2n + 2) of the last y-member; the part in quotes there can be expressed 
in first-order language since Qx .. . Q max is of bounded length. Altogether we have 
expressed (t) in the form 3Y w(Y), where II/ is first order. 1 
The sharpened normal form of 5.2 illustrates the strength of a single weak monadic 
second-order quantifier. In contrast to this, the second-order quantification which is 
involved in the star operation seems to be of rather restricted and special character: 
A word w belongs to U” iff it can be cut into a sequence u,, . a. U, , of 
nonoverlapping subwords each of which is in U; this amounts to saying that there is 
a subset X of w (where the X elements mark the ends of the ui) such that the 
subwords between succeeding X elements belong to U. (For instance, one can express 
by the star that w can be cut into a sequence of “state codes” as above.) But usually. 
besides the requirement that ui E U, nothing more can be expressed by the star, for 
instance, a dependence of ui+ , on ui cannot be formulated (at least not directly). Just 
such a dependence is expressible in L,(A), as the description of the transition 
condition in the formula 3Y v(Y) of the foregoing proof shows. 
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